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Aristocrat Brings New Cabinets, New Game Themes to Peru Gaming Show 
 
LAS VEGAS (June 15, 2018) –  Aristocrat’s cabinets and games are popular with operators and players across 
Latin America. Now in booth #54 at the Peru Gaming Show, Aristocrat will premiere new cabinets, links, and 
game themes, adding to the company’s offerings for its customers. 
 
Peru Gaming Show takes place June 20 and 21 at the Jockey Convention Center in Lima. 
 
Aristocrat’s Lightning Link™ is the most popular video slot game in the world and is a hit among operators in 
Peru, and now Aristocrat is launching the new Lightning Link titles Bengal Treasures™, Moon Race™, Tiki Fire™, 
and Wild Chuco™. 
 
Aristocrat’s Helix™ cabinet has been very effective for operators throughout Latin America and Peru, and the 
company’s new Helix XT™ cabinet takes the fun to a big new level. The all-new Helix XT is an affordably priced 
portrait style premium cabinet and offers best-of-industry features, such as 4k graphics, a virtual button deck, 
and a sleek, curved screen. 
 
The new Helix XT cabinet launches with Gold Stacks 88™ and the game themes Lunar Festival™ and Dancing 
Foo™, two games that take full advantage of Helix XT’s size and the player-favorite Asian game trend. 
 
Aristocrat will also launch a new Gold Stacks™ progressive link on the Helix+™ cabinet, giving operators more 
options to appeal to each type of player. 
 
The fun on Aristocrat’s Arc™ Single cabinet gets even more exciting with the introduction of new Mighty Link™ 
licensed products, including the hysterical Ted™, the high-flying PanAm™, and the flirtatious Elvira™ game 
themes. Aristocrat’s Zorro™ Mighty Cash has been very successful in Peru, and the company will be expanding 
the franchise with new titles. 
 
Join Aristocrat in booth #54 at Peru Gaming Show, online at www.aristocrat-us.com, and on Facebook, 
LinkedIn, and Twitter.  
 
About Aristocrat 
Aristocrat Technologies Inc. is a subsidiary of Aristocrat Leisure Limited (ASX: ALL), a leading global provider of 
land-based and online gaming solutions. The Company is licensed by more than 200 regulators and its products 
and services are available in more than 90 countries around the world. Aristocrat offers a diverse range of 
products and services including electronic gaming machines and casino management systems. For further 
information, visit the company’s website at www.aristocrat-us.com.   
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